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Strategic Message Planner: BID Ultimate 

Advertising goal 

To make BID Ultimate one of the top brands for apparel in the ultimate frisbee world. 

Client: Key facts 

• BID Ultimate is based out of Boulder, Colo. 

• BID is a small company. Under 15 people. Every employee plays a critical role. 

• BID sponsors one college program and one club team. Oklahoma State University 

and Rawhide from Tulsa, Okla. 

• They provide gear for tournaments and leagues across the country. 

• BID’s main products are their jerseys and shorts. 

• The company does primarily customizable, bulk orders for teams or 

organizations. 

• BID sponsors local start-up leagues and high school teams. 

• Total revenue last year was $30,000 

Product: Key features 

What is the product? 

• BID Ultimate is considered athletic apparel and gear. 

• BID is priced competitively in the market. However BID offers free design work. 

Most companies charge a design fee. 

• $55 average price per sublimated jersey. 

• American made 

• Feels great on your body. Comfortable and light, yet lasting. 



What is the purpose of the project? 

• The founders of BID created this company because they genuinely care about 

advancing the sport of ultimate.  

• They care about making the best product for their customers.  

• The clothing is comfortable. Anyone can wear them in any environment. 

• The hats are used by other businesses for their uniform. Pita Pit, a sandwich 

restaurant, uses our hats for their employees. 

What is the product made of? 

• Strong American made materials. 

• Cotton, lycra and nylon are the most common materials used. 

Who and what made the product? 

• Graphic designers Cory Egan and Alex Kriz are well known in the ultimate 

community for their designs they have made for different tournaments and team 

logos. 

• Hanes and AB Pro Jerzees provide most of the shirts used by BID. 

• They are shipped to BID at cost; which allows them to charge the customer a 

lower price. 

• Hand sewn for finer detail. Not just made by machines in bulk. 

• Shipped all around the world. 

Target audience: Demographics and psychographics 

• The target audience for this ad is men and women that play ultimate. Ages 18-30 

make up the majority of the population. 



• College age range is 18-24. College sponsorships are growing in popularity. More 

opportunities to work as partners with actual colleges will begin to emerge. 

• Club age range is 22-40 mostly. This is where the majority of the money will be. 

These players also have careers and have a more disposable income. 

• People of all professions play. Anybody and everybody can play ultimate. 

• Members of the target audience are proud of their sport. They want to look good 

on the field and represent their team off the field. They want a product that will 

separate them from their peers.  

• The target audience wants hats, stickers, jackets and any accessory you can make 

for them. 

• The target audience expects a product that will last and stand the grind of every 

tournament and every practice. 

• Many players haven’t used BID Ultimate yet, but the company is confident that if 

you try their product you will be instantly hooked. 

Product Benefits 

• BID products are durable and long lasting. 

• They are affordable and their customer service is unmatched. 

• All of their products are completely customizable. 

• The teams BID has sponsored have given them great reviews and will continue to 

use and support their products. 

 

 



Direct competitors and brand images 

• Five Ultimate: Based out of Seattle. They are one of the beginning companies that 

have pioneered many ultimate styles. Very popular throughout the world, but their 

customers are beginning to notice a customer service drop-off as they are 

growing. Their customers hope Five won’t become too corporate for the ultimate 

community. 

• Savage Ultimate: Based out of South Carolina. A newer company that has grown 

very rapidly. They sponsor teams in Australia and South America. Known for 

their remarkable customer service and unique designs. Their customers think their 

product isn’t as durable as it should be.  

• Patagonia Ultimate: Stores all across the world. One of the original providers for 

ultimate apparel. They added an ultimate branch to their company due to their 

popularity as jersey providers for teams. They aren’t as out there as Five or 

Savage, but their gear is on the top club teams in the world. The brand is durable 

and comfortable. However their designs are simple and aren’t capable of as many 

different designs as the other companies. 

Indirect competitors and brand images 

• Nike: Huge athletic apparel provider. Nike has everything related to any sport. 

They do not offer an ultimate branch however. Making getting custom gear from 

them almost impossible. 

• Adidas: Another big athletic apparel provider. Adidas has a fan base like Nike. 

They also do not have an ultimate branch. Making custom gear impossible to 

obtain. 



Product brand image 

• Current brand image: The target audience is unaware of BID Ultimate’s products. 

Therefore they are unproven in the customer’s eyes. 

• Desired brand image: BID Ultimate has the best gear for the best prices. When 

you are wearing a BID product, you look good and feel good. 

• Brand image challenge: The target audience doesn’t know about BID’s products. 

They need to experience the product to appreciate it. In order to do that, BID must 

find a way to reach their target audience. 

Strategic message: The promise 

BID Ultimate’s gear will make you look your best and give you another edge over your 

competitor. 

Supporting evidence: The proof 

• The design team will give make the best product for the customer. 

• The materials are used are the best and most trusted brands in America. 

• They are hand sewn for quality. 

• Their gear lasts through the toughest wear and tear. 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 



Title: BID Ultimate 
Sponsor: BID Ultimate 
Length: 30 seconds 
Air date: Dec. 1, 2012 
 

Announcer: 

SFX: Team celebration: 0:17-0:20, 3second 

sound. 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=b_PZikhhT64 

 

 

Announcer: 

 

SFX: Team celebration: 0:20-0:23, 3second 

sound. 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=b_PZikhhT64 

 

 

Announcer: 

 

SFX: Team celebration: 0:23-0:26, 3second 

sound. 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=b_PZikhhT64 

 

 

 
 
Want to elevate your game to the next 
level? 
 
 

 

 

 

 
BID Ultimate has exactly what you need. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Look your best, while playing your best. 
 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Announcer: 

 

 

 

 

BID Ultimate. 

Go to WWW-DOT-BID Ultimate      

DOT-COM to see what you have been 

missing out on. 
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Title: BID Ultimate 
Sponsor: BID Ultimate 
Length 60 seconds 
Air Date: Dec. 1, 2012 

Third person camera angle. Focused on a 

defender before the pull. 

(10 seconds) 

 

 

Background changes to a beach ultimate 

scene. Same two players still focused on. 

(8 seconds) 

 

 

As the disc is in the air the scenery 

change to a snowy ultimate field. 

(8 seconds) 

 

 

As the snow clears the camera is in a bar 

at the tournament party. The guy and a 

girl are now in focus. 

(5 seconds) 

 

 

 
 
 

Pull goes up and the defensive player starts 

running down the field. He begins breathing 

heavier as he gets closer to his man. 

 

The defender is still chasing his man while play 

goes on around them. Breathing harder and 

harder. The disc goes up as the defender is right 

on the heels of his man. 

 
 
The defender bids in front of his man and gets a 

big layout D. He hits the ground and snow flies 

up everywhere, covering the screen. 

 

 

 

 

Guy: “You see that sweet D I got earlier?” 

Girl smiles back, and guy winks at camera. 

 



#  #  # 

The snow covers the screen again and 

then clears back to the snowy ultimate 

field. 

(10 seconds) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

As the disc is going up the scene changes 

back to the ultimate field with nice 

weather. 

(13 seconds) 

 

 

 

 

The BID Ultimate logo comes up on the 

screen with the website on it. 

(6 seconds) 

 

 

The player gets up out of the snow and starts to 

shake himself off as he runs to get on offense. 

He makes one fake in then turns to cut out. As 

he looks back over his shoulder… 

Crowd screams, “UP!” 

He sees the big huck go up. 

 

 

 

The player chases down the disc in the air, then 

makes a big jump and catch over 3 defenders. 

As he lands the defenders crash into a pile at 

his feet. You hear him exhale deeply and look 

up to see all of his teammates storming the field 

to celebrate with him. 
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Elevate your game to the next level.

Be the best. Look the best.

    BID www.BIDUltimate.com

BID





Ultimate !eld. Nice weather. Focus on           
defensive player running down !eld.

Logo on jersey, shorts and hat.

Beach ultimate. Hot weather. Scene change 
while maintaining focus on defender running. 

Logo on tank top, shorts and wristband.

Ultimate !eld. Snow. Scene changes as           
defender gets a layout D.

Logo on long sleeve jersey and shorts.

Bar. A shot of the tournament party that night.
Logo on guy’s jacket and jersey the girl is    

wearing.

Back to snowy ultimate !eld. Player gets up 
a"er D. Brushes o# and runs on o#ense.
Logo on long sleeve jersey and shorts.

Ultimate !eld. Nice weather. Focus on same 
player as scene changes. He makes a big play 

and catches the game winning point.
Logo on shirt, short and hat.



BID
www.BIDultimate.com

BID Ultimate.
Logo with website.


